
With lockdowns continuing throughout the year, filmmakers, distributors, and cinephiles had to keep finding creative ways to engage their love of the form. Despite fluctuating restrictions on festivals and theaters, some
terrific movies released in 2021. A few frequent Hyperallergic contributors and staff members came together to pick their favorites.  â€”Dan Schindel, Associate Editor for Documentary***From Memoria1. MemoriaSome
filmmakers have their work frequently compared to dreams. Apichatpong Weerasethakul makes films that feel like daytime reveries â€” those moments of lost time when you get so deep in your own head that the world
around you seems to become heightened, even as nothing has changed. Appropriately for a story about a woman plagued by multiple possible sensory illusions, it is finely tuned to every facet of its soundscape, its
images patient and indelible. Rarely have the real and unreal melded so seamlessly. â€”Dan SchindelOpens in theaters December 27.From Drive My Car (2021), dir. RyÅ«suke Hamaguchi (image courtesy Film Forum)2.
Drive My Car / Wheel of Fortune and FantasyRyÅ«suke Hamaguchi&#8217;s two features for this year are twinned in more ways than one, their materials mirroring each other. Hamaguchiâ€™s films, such as Asako I
&amp; II, have often been about some type of recurrence, and his Haruki Murakami adaptation (Drive My Car) and anthology of shorts (Wheel of Fortune and Fantasy) engage with ghosts of the past in manners both
amusing and sublime. The characters struggle with lingering regrets, all their inexplicable and too-human behavior captured with keen observation and mesmerizing ambiguity. â€”Kambole CampbellCurrently playing in
select theaters. Read our piece on both films and Hamaguchi&#8217;s work.From Annette (2021), dir. Leos Carax (image courtesy Ginsberg Libby)3. AnnetteLeos Carax made his English-language debut in unpredictable
style when this musical masterwork opened Cannes this year. Written and scored by legendary genre-defying duo Sparks, the film fully commits to its promise as a sung-through epic, with Adam Driver giving the
performance of a lifetime as a machiavellian comedian. Drawing from grand operatic tradition and the murky power struggles of Hollywood, the end result is singular, an irreverent and deeply melancholy performance
about love, fatherhood, and the masculine urge to destroy everything in the pursuit of power. â€”Hannah StrongAvailable to stream. Read our first and second reviews.From Days (2020), dir. Tsai Ming-Liang (image
courtesy Grasshopper Film)4. DaysIt is inexpressibly gratifying that Tsai Ming-liang has returned to feature fiction. Few can make quotidian gestures â€” the preparation of vegetables, or a lengthy acupuncture session â€”
so mesmerizing. In a time marked by widespread loneliness, this movie arrived as a poignant look at solitude as embodied (embodied being a key term, given Tsai&#8217;s emphasis on physicality) in two very different
men. When they come together for one searingly intimate encounter, it lands with full emotional force. â€”Dan SchindelAvailable to stream. Read our review.From Procession (2021), dir. Robert Greene (image courtesy
Netflix)5. ProcessionMany of Robert Greeneâ€™s documentaries, such as Bisbee &#8217;17 and Kate Plays Christine, have interrogated what it means to reenact. Here he elliptically traces the process of his own
filmmaking, as he helps a group of six men who each use the same few actors and crew to stage very different scenes unpacking the circumstances of, and their responses to, their sexual abuse by Catholic priests. (In
some cases, they even portray each otherâ€™s abusers.) With the filmâ€™s coda revealing the progress â€” or lack thereof â€” in their respective legal cases, itâ€™s painfully honest about both the potential and limits of
catharsis in art. â€”Kambole CampbellAvailable to stream. Read our interview with director Robert Greene and three of the film&#8217;s leads.From All Light, Everywhere (2021), dir. Theo Anthony (image courtesy
MEMORY)6. All Light, EverywhereA disquieting essay on what it means to perceive and be perceived in the contemporary US, where questions around visibility are increasingly haunted by its omnipresent surveillance
panopticon. Only through the oblique approach that Theo Anthony takes (avoiding direct depictions of police brutality, looking at everything but the images themselves) can we hope to really grapple with seemingly
contradictory elements, like how body cameras have somehow reduced police accountability. It&#8217;s all in the eye of the beholder, but some beholders are more powerful than others. â€”Dan SchindelAvailable to
stream. Read our review and our interview with director Theo Anthony.From Bergman Island (2021), dir. Mia Hansen-LÃ¸ve (image courtesy IFC Films)7. Bergman IslandMia Hansen-LÃ¸veâ€™s latest borrows its title
from the nickname given to FÃ¥rÃ¶, the small community off the coast of Sweden where arthouse titan Ingmar Bergman lived and created some of his most influential films. Vicky Krieps and Tim Roth play a filmmaker
couple, Chris and Tony, who travel to FÃ¥rÃ¶, and the narrative eschews convention by also incorporating Chrisâ€™s latest screenplay as a film within the film, blurring the lines between what&#8217;s real and fiction. It
takes advantage of FÃ¥rÃ¶â€™s beguiling landscapes to create a lyrical portrait of the intersection between creativity and romance. â€”Hannah StrongAvailable to stream.From Licorice Pizza (2021), dir. Paul Thomas
Anderson (image courtesy Brigade Marketing)8. Licorice PizzaReturning to the San Fernando Valley of Boogie Nights, Magnolia, and Punch-Drunk Love, Paul Thomas Anderson creates a romance for the ages. Here
it&#8217;s the backdrop for a blossoming friendship between a directionless 20-something (Alana Haim in a luminescent debut performance for the records) and a charismatic entrepreneurial teen actor (Cooper Hoffman,
ditto). They dine with superstars, volunteer for politicians, and hawk waterbeds in a loose, effortlessly charming evocation of 1970s Los Angeles. Sweet but never saccharine, itâ€™s a testament to the heady but fleeting
magic of youth. â€”Hannah StrongCurrently playing in select theaters. Read our review.From Faya Dayi (2021), dir. Jessica Beshir (image courtesy New Directors/New Films)9. Faya DayiJessica Beshir returns to Harar,
the city where she grew up, to survey how it&#8217;s changed since she and her family left. What she finds is a dark foreboding of the future for many parts of the Global South should climate change continue unabated,
with farmers forced to adapt to changing conditions by replacing coffee crops with khat. Few movies to come out this year so precisely depict the relationship between people and their land. â€”Dan SchindelAvailable to
stream. Read our review.From Summer of Soul (&#8230;Or, When the Revolution Could Not Be Televised) (2021), dir. Ahmir â€œQuestloveâ€• Thompson (image courtesy Searchlight Pictures)10. Summer of Soul
(&#8230;or, When the Revolution Could Not Be Televised)Perhaps the biggest populist documentary hit this year, but that palatability by no means suggests technical simplicity. Ahmir â€œQuestloveâ€• Thompsonâ€™s
directorial debut is extraordinarily assured, often breathtaking in its arrangement, beginning with a sequence intercutting a wild Stevie Wonder drum solo with a newsreel montage encompassing the sociopolitical context
of the 1969 Harlem Cultural Festival. He cuts footage of that forgotten event with new recollections from attendees and even the booked performers. It emphasizes the far-reaching emotional effect of the festival, and how
painful it is that it essentially disappeared.Â Told with an exciting and propulsive rhythm, the film is a galvanizing reclamation of history. â€”Kambole CampbellAvailable to stream. Read our review.Honorable
MentionsFrom Titane (image courtesy NEON) Many of us also loved and highly recommend Titane, Bad Luck Banging or Loony Porn, What Do We See When We Look at the Sky?, The Power of the Dog, About
Endlessness, The Worst Person in the World, Petite Maman, and C&#8217;mon C&#8217;mon.  Feliza Bursztynâ€™s life and work were unlike anything that had come before her. An outspoken, free-wheeling
20th-century woman living in conservative, Catholic Colombia, she created vibrating, noisy kinetic sculptures out of scrap metal and cloth that demanded viewersâ€™ attention with a mix of sensual and disturbing energy.
Perplexed by her unconventional lifestyle and pioneering work, the local press dubbed Bursztyn â€œLa Loca,â€• or the crazy woman. But the artist didnâ€™t mind. â€œI embraced the crazy thing, and insisted on it to
really do what I wanted,â€• she said in 1979. â€œWe live in a macho world, and being a sculptor and not being a man is very difficult. For people to take me seriously, I resorted to that trick, because they thought:
â€˜Maybe that crazy lady does interesting things.â€™ And I think this worked.â€•Feliza Bursztyn: Welding Madness at the Muzeum Susch, opening Saturday, December 18, will be the artistâ€™s first major retrospective
outside of her home country. Co-curated by Marta DziewaÅ„ska and Abigail Winograd, the exhibition features nearly 50 sculptures, films, and installations, along with archival materials spanning Bursztynâ€™s entire
career, most of which will be shown in Europe for the first time. The survey argues for her position as not only one of Latin Americaâ€™s most important sculptors, but as one of the most daring, trailblazing artists of the
last century.Feliza Bursztyn, Sin Titulo (Untitled) (1968), from the series Las Histericas (image courtesy Museo del Banco de la Republica, Bogota)Bursztyn was born in BogotÃ¡ in 1933. Her parents, Jewish immigrants
from Poland, had escaped Europe just before Hitlerâ€™s rise to power in Germany. The artistâ€™s father started a successful textile business, and her studio would later inhabit part of his factory. But the young
Bursztynâ€™s Jewish and Eastern European roots made her an outsider. Amid the political turmoil that followed the assassination of presidential candidate Jorge EliÃ©cer GaitÃ¡n in 1947, Bursztynâ€™s parents sent
their daughter to finish high school in New York City.After graduating, Bursztyn enrolled at the Art Students League, and later moved to Paris where she worked under the artist Ossip Zadkine. Bursztyn married her first
husband when she was only 19, but after five years of suffering his abuse and opposition to her art career, she was able to obtain a divorce by age 24. This was a radical, uncommon measure at the time, and her ex
retaliated by taking custody of their three daughters and moving them back to the United States. The rift undoubtedly haunted Bursztyn, and her divorce alienated her from BogotÃ¡â€™s Jewish community. But it also
allowed her to embrace a new bohemian life dedicated to her art.â€œBursztyn challenged the status quo on several levels,â€• DziewaÅ„ska and Winograd told Hyperallergic in a recent email. â€œInstead of a brush, she
preferred a welding torch &#8230; but also she did not live as one would expect a woman to live.â€• Openly bisexual, colorfully dressed, and magnetically sociable, Bursztyn was unapologetically herself. â€œIt was an
unconventional and brave life â€” exactly like her art,â€• the curators said.Bursztynâ€™s BogotÃ¡ studio became an important meeting place for the countryâ€™s artists, writers, directors, and other creatives, and her
frequent trips to New York, Los Angeles, and Paris kept her connected to the international art scene beyond Colombiaâ€™s borders. In addition, â€œBursztyn was a passionate reader of fiction and rarely seen without a
book,â€• DziewaÅ„ska and Winograd said by email. Her library included art catalogues from different historical periods, along with works of literature, poetry, and theory. â€œHer free spirit was built on very rich and
various sources,â€• they explained.Feliza Bursztyn, Las camas (1974), installed at the Modern Art Museum BogotÃ¡ (MAMBO) (image courtesy Estate of Feliza Bursztyn, photo by Pablo Leyva)Art was another place for
Bursztyn to transgress and even obliterate norms. Her frenetic creations made from industrial cast-offs pointed to Colombiaâ€™s rapid growth and consumerism, and the scarcity and inequality that these trends produced.
With a touch of rebellious humor, she gave the crumpled, abstract works in her Chatarras (Junk Sculptures) series conventionally feminine titles like â€œUna flor (Flower)â€• and â€œNiÃ±a alegre (Happy Girl)â€• (both
1971). In â€œLas Camas (The Beds)â€• (1974), motorized metal bed frames covered in satin fabric throb suggestively. In other works, Bursztyn added lighting effects and music to lend her sculptural installations an
immersive, theatrical ambience. â€œI am convinced that each sculpture has its own character, its own movement, a distinct tone, a world of its own,â€• the artist stated.Despite her fearlessness, trag
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